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1 Motivation and objective
Learner corpora are important resources to help translation teachers understand student mistakes and improve their course content¹.

COPECO is a joint project between Geneva University and Li`ege University, with three main objectives: 1) to collect post-edits produced by students and teacher corrections, 2) to build an open-source student post-editing corpus and 3) to help systematise the task of translation error annotation (O’Brien, 2011). It provides translation teachers with an online post-editing platform, designed to help them to annotate student post-editing tasks using a shared or personalised annotation scheme.

2 COPECO platform
The platform² has six main features.

Annotation schemes: importing standardised annotation schemes (for example MQM³) and personalising them to suit the teachers needs i.e. adding, removing or editing error annotation categories; including explanations for students.

Post-editing tasks: defining tasks with list of students, source text, machine translated text, optional translation reference and metadata (text reference, MT tool, translation date, etc.); selecting the type of post-editing task (monolingual vs bilingual; sentence by sentence vs in block; showing source or target text first); assigning on-line post-editing tasks to students.

Post-editing statistics: recording post-editing activity data such as time, keystrokes and percentage of MT content edited.

Annotation: annotating errors in the text by appending tags from the selected annotation scheme and optionally adding comments for the students; comparing post-editing results with reference translations (if available) by highlighting differences.

Reports: displaying corrected texts with annotations, comments and error statistics; additionally, in the teacher view, displaying statistics for all post-editing tasks (number of keystrokes, time, annotations and percentage of MT content edited).

Collaborative corpus: sharing the anonymised annotated texts, with different access mode depending on student authorisation; making the corpus available for download in different formats.

3 Demonstration
The demonstration will present the platform and the different functionalities, taking as example a specific learner corpus (Casas, 2020).
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